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1. INTRODUCTION
For some years now game theorists have looked for evolutionary criteria to select
among Nash equilibria. One strand of this literature strives to select among striet
Nash equilibria. The prototype game is then a 2 x 2 coordination game with two striet
Nash equilibria and one mixed Nash equ.ilibrillm. In this spirit Kandori Mailath and
Rob [7], Young [24], and Kandori and Rob [8] arglle that certain stochastic dynamics - that can be interpreted as processes of sodal evolution or learning - select the
risk dominant equilibrium. 1 Another strand of the literature instead strives to select
among the piet hora of non-striet. Nash equilibria that many games throwout. Researchers then work with static evolut.ionary eriteria such as neutral and evolutionary
stability or with such dynamie populat.ion models as t.he replicator dynamics. These
latter criteria cannot select among st.riet. eqllilibria, however. In 2 x 2 coordination
games, the only effect is to reject. t.he mixed Nash equilibrium. However, Wärneryd
[21], Robson [16], Matsui [11], Kim and Sobel [9], Bhaskar [3] and Schlag [17], [18] have
suggested that if we extend SUdl coordinat.ion games to include a pre-play communication stage, then these evolutionary criteria can seleet. among the striet equilibria of
the underlying game, usually in favour of t.he Paret.o efficient equilibrium.
The present paper is a cont.ribut.ion t.o t.his lat ter line of research. The setting
is standard: there is a symmetric and finite two-player "base game" to be played
after a pre-play communication session. Commllnication takes the form of costlessly
and simuItaneously sent messages, one from eadl player. These messages are selected
from a finite set of possible messages, and the sent messages are observed without
error by both players before they select a strategy in the base game. A pure strategy
in this "meta-game" is thus a message to send combined with a "decision rule" that
prescribes a pure base-game strategy for every message received from the other player.
The main purpose of this study is to obtain a dearer picture of the cutting power
of the criterion of neutral stability in cheap talk games, in particuIar in comparison
with the criterion of strategic stability.
Neutral stability is the weakest static evolutionary refinement of the Nash equilibrium concept, and strategic stability is among its most stringent rationalistic refinements. A mixed or pure meta-game strategy is neutrally stab le (Maynard Smith
[12]) if it is a best reply to it.self and, moreover, is a weakly better reply to all other
best replies than these are to themselves. By a neutrally stable outcome we mean a
payoff value that arises when some neutrally stable meta-game strategy meets itself.
Neutral stability is formallyaslight weakening of the evolutionary stability criterion:
a strategy is evoIutionarily stable if it is a best repIy to itself and, moreover, is a
1Bergin and Lipman (l) show that this inference is sensitive to the assumptions made concerning
the relative magnitude of mutation rates.
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strictly better reply to all other best replies than these are to themselves (Maynard
Smith and Price [13]). Intuitively, neutral stability allows for the possibility of drift,
so that if there is a small shock to the population's behavior, the outcome may change
slightly, and hence a series of such shocks may eventually trigger a motion far away
from the initial state. However, it may take a very long time before sucha motion
begins, and in the mean-time the outcome may remain constant, so neutrally stable
outcomes may be highly relevant for medium-term predictions (see e.g. Binmore and
Samuelson [2] for a similar argument). In contrast, a set of Nash equilibria is strategically stable (Kohlberg and Mertens [10]) if it is minimal with respect to the property
of being robust against all small trembles in strategies. Strategic stability has been
shown to have a number of important implications from a rationalistic viewpoint (see
Kohlberg and Mertens [10] or van Damme [5]). A strategically stable outcome of a
cheap-talk game is here defined as a payoff that arises in some strategically stable set
of symmetric meta-game Nash equilibria.
The analysis presented here builds on a straight-forward characterization of symmetric Nash equilibria in symmetric two-player cheap-talk games with arbitrary message sets. We show that the associated set of equilibrium payoffs increases with the
number of messages available towards a limit set that is dense in the symmetric convex hull of Nash equilibrium payoffs in the base game. Moreover , for the special case
of 2 x 2 coordination games we show that any payoff value between the worst and best
Nash equilibrium payoffs can be approximated by a strategically stable meta-game
outcome when the message set is sufficiently large. In this sense, strategic stability
- albeit a stringent refinement of the Nash equilibrium concept - has virtually no
cutting power in such cheap-talk coordination games.
The picture is quite different for neutral stability. First, the set of neutrally
stable outcomes in a symmetric two-player base game need not be monotonically
increasing with the number of messages available. Nevertheless, the set of neutrally
stable outcomes converges to a limit set as the number of available messages tends to
infinity. In the case of a 2 x 2 coordination game we characterize the set of neutrally
stable meta-game outcomes for every finite message set. This set is finite and contains
both strict Nash equilibrium payoffs. Indeed, letting the number of messages increase
toward infinity, the set of neutrally stable outcomes converges to a countable limit set;
if one normalizes the payoffs in the coordination game so that the "good" strict Nash
equilibrium payoff is 2 and that of the "bad" strict Nash equilibrium is 1, then this
limit set consists of the numbers 1, 1 +~, 1 +~, ... , 1 + n;; l , 2. In other words, the set
of neutrally stable outcomes contains an infinite number of isolated points between
the "bad" and the "good" Nash equilibrium outcomes. Neutral stability in this game
therefore gets rid of most of the strategically stahle outcomes but at the same time
it does admit certain specific convex combinations of the extreme Nash equilibria.
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F\u1;hermore, these results concerning the neutrally stable outcomes are independent
of risk-dominance properties of the underlying coordination game (payoffs off the
diagonal of the payoff matrix play no role). In this sense, neutral stability offers a
selection from the set of Nash equilibria which is distinct from those based on Pareto
dominanee, risk dominanee and strat,egie stability considerations, and whieh refleets
more directly the specifie logie of evolution in games. 2
The results reported above hold when the set of messages is finite. However, in
any naturallanguage the set of possible statements is cOlmtably infinite. Henee, the
above (eonventional) assumption that the message set be finite is not self-evident. Of
course, one may claim that in any real life interaction there is an upper finite bound
on the length of statements that can be made, and hence, since the numbers of signs
in any natural language is finite, the set of messages t,hat are effectively available
is finite. However, sueh a finite upper bOlmd may not be common knowledge to all
participants, and henee an infinite message set may be more -appropriate. It is weil
known from the repeated games literature that the equilibrium correspondenee may
be "diseontinuous at infinity," i.e., there may be a whole plethora of infinite-horizon
outeornes that have no eounterpart in the long but finite horizon case (ef. the Folk
theorems). An important question for the present study thus is whether also the set
of neutrally stable outeomes in cheap talk games is discontinuous "at infinity" in this
sense. It turns out that, at least in 2 x 2 coordination games, this is not the ease:
The limit set of neutrally stable outeornes for large but finite message sets eoincides
with the set of neutrally stable outeornes for any eountably infinite message set.
The present study can be viewed as an extension of Wärneryd [21] from purestrategy analysis to mixed-strategy analysis and from finite message sets to (finite
and infinite) countable message sets. That paper appears to be the first to point
out implications of evolutionary stability properties for social efficiency in cheap-talk
coordination games. In particular , Wärneryd showed that no pure meta-strategy
is evolutionarily stable if the base game is a 2 x 2 eoordination game and there is
more than one message. Moreover , he showed that the only outeorne eompatible with
neutral stability in pure meta strategies is the Pareto efficient Nash equilibrium payoff
of the coordination game. In contrast, we here allow for mixed strategies, and show
that other neutrally and evolutionarily stable outcomes exist. Another related paper
is Wärneryd [22], where it is shown that any eonvex eombination of base-game Nash
equilibria can be approximated by some meta-game cheap-talk Nash equilibrium if the
messages space is sufficiently large. 3 This result follows from the second claim in our
2The only cluster point of the set of neutrally stable outcomes is the Pareto dominant Nash
equiIibrium outcome. As a result one may argue that our results at least weak:ly favor Pareto
dominance over risk dominance.
3 An observation similar to Wärenryd's is also made in Kim and Sobel (9).
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proposition 2. A third related paper is Schlag [17], where it is shown that every finite
cheap-talk 2 x 2 coordination game has exa.ctly one evolutionarily stable strategy,
and one outcome that is obtained for a whole set of neutrally stable strategies that
together constitute a so-called evolutionarily stable set, i.e., a set of neutrally stable
strategies, where ea.ch strategy earns a higher payoff against all nearby strategies
outside the set than these earn against themselves (Thomas [20]). When played
against itself, the unique evolutionarily strategy earns a payoff that lies between that
of the "bad" and "good" striet equilibria of the underlying eoordination game, and
this payoff approaches the "good" payoff as the number of messages inereases (see
Remark 5 in section 5 below).4 All strategies in the evolutionarily stable set earn the
"good" payoff against each other.
The material is organized as follows. Definitions and preliminaries are given in
section 2, symmetrie meta-game Nash equilibria are chara.cterized in seetion 3, and
meta-game outeomes are analyzed in section 4. Section 5 chara.cterizes the set of
neutrally stable outcomes in 2 x 2 eoordination games. Section 6 extends the results
to countably infinite message sets, and section 7 conc1udes.
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Symmetric Two-Player Games. The analysis in the present paper is focused on finite and symmetric two-player games in normal form. Let 8 = {l, 2, ... , n}
be the set of pure strategies (the same for both players). Aecordingly, a mixed strategy
is a point u on the (n -I)-dimensional unit simplex A(S) = {u E ]R+ : Ei Ui = I} in
Rn. The support of a mixed strategy u E A(8) is the subset C(u) = {i E 8: Ui > O}
of pure strategies which are assigned positive probabilities. The set of stmtegy profiles
will be denoted 9(S) = A(S) x A(8). This is a subset of ]R2n.
Let ~j be the payoff to pure strategy i when played against pure strategy j, and let
A be the associated k x k payoff matrix. Aeeordingly, the (expected) payoff of a mixed
strategy u when played against a mixed strategy J-L is u(u, J-L) = u . AJ-L = Eij UiaijJ-Lj.
The payoff funetion u : R2n -+ R so defined is bi-linear, and the payoff to a pure
strategy i when played against a mixed strategy J-L is u(ei , J-L), where ei E A(8) is the
i'th unit vector in Rn. A finite and symmetrie 2-player normal-form game will be
summarized as a pair G = (S, u).
A best reply to a strategy J-L E A( 8) is a strategy u E 06.(8) sueh that u( u, J-L) ;:::
u(u', J-L) 'Vu' E A(8). For each J-L E A(8), let (3(J-L) C A(8) be its set of (mixed)
best replies. A Nash equilibrium is a pair (u, J-L) E 9(8) of mutually best repliesj
u E (3(J-L) and J-L E (3(u). A Nash equilibrium (u,J-L) is striet if each strategy is the
unique best reply to the other. A Nash equilibrium (u, J-L) E 9(8) is strietly per/eet
"An example of this sort was given in Kim and Sobel [9].
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if it is robust to all small "trembles" (Okada [14]).5 A strictly perfect equilibrium is
strategically stable in the sense of Kohlberg and Mertens [10]. A Nash equilibrium
(u, f.L) is symmetric if u = f.L. By Kakutani's Fixed Point Theorem, every finite and
symmetric game G = (S, u) has at least one symmetrie Nash equilibrium. Let
flNE(S) = {u E fl(S) : u E fj(u)}.

(1)

Likewise, let the subset of striet symmetrie Nash equilibrium strategies be written
flNE+(S), Le., u E flNE+(S) if and only if fj(u) = {u}.
A strategy u is evolutionarily stable if u E flNE(S) and, moreover, u(u,f.L) >
u(f.L, f.L) for all alternative best replies f.L to u. Likewise, a strategy u is neutrally stab le
if u E flNE(S) and u(u, f.L) 2: u(f.L, f.L) for all alternative best replies f.L to u. Let
the subset of evolutionarily and neutrally stable strategies be denoted fl EES (S) and
fl N SS (S), respectively. We have

(2)

--

2.2. Cheap Talk. Costless pre-play eommunication - "eheap talk" - is modelled
in the usual fashion. A finite and symmetric two-player game G = (S, u) is to be
played. Before this, each player sends a message to the other player. This is done
simultaneously and without eost or possibility of error. Again eostiessly and without
error they then observe each others messages and both players simultaneously choose
a strategy to play in G. We assume that the set M of possible messages is the same for
both players, and moreover, that this set is finite. The resulting interaction, including
the pre-play eommunication stage, thus (again) constitutes a finite and symmetrie
two-player game g with pure-strategy set H and payoff function v, where both are
specified below. In order to distinguish the two games, we will refer to G = (S, u) as
the base game, and to g = (H, v) as the meta-game associated with G and M.
A pure strategy in g, a pure meta-strategy, is a message (to send) and a decision
rule specifying what pure strategy in G to play after each possible pair (m, m') E
M 2 of sent messages. Without loss of generality one can assume that each player
conditions her choiee of base-game strategy only on her opponent's message (See
e.g. Weibull [23]). Hence, a decision rule can be formally represented as a function
f : M -+ S that to each message m' E M rec.eived from one's opponent preseribes a
for any positive perturbation vector O = (ol ,0l)iES such that Mk (o) =
Of for all i E S} is non-empty for k = 1,2, let G(o) be the two-player game
with strategy sets M1(0) and M2(0), and payoff functions UI (u l , ( 2) = u(u1, ( 2) and U2(U 1, ( 2) =
u(u2,u1). A strategy profile (u 1,u2) E e(S) is strictly perfect if for every sequence of perturbations
Ot -+ Othere exists some accompanying sequence of strategy profiles (eT:, ul) -+ (u 1 , ( 2 ) that are
Nash equilibria in the corresponding perturbed game G(od.
5 Formally,

{u k E A(S): uk(i} ~
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pure strategy i = f (m') in G. Let F be the set of all such functions. Formally, a pure
meta-strategy thus is a pair (m, f) E M x F. We write h =(m, f) E M x F = H.
Since pre-play communication by assumption is costless, the payoff to any pure
meta-strategy h = (m, f) E H, when played against some pure meta-strategy k =
(m',g) E H, is aij where i = fem') and j = gem): Player 1 receives 2's message m'
and thus plays pure strategy i = f (m') in G, while player 2 receives 1's message m
and thus plays pure strategy j = g(m) in G. The payoff matrix of the meta-game g
may thus be represented by the IHI x IHI matrix A with entries Qhk = ~j in each row
h E H and column k E H, where h = (m,f), k = (m', g), i = fem), and j = gem').
The space of mixed meta-strategies is the (IHI-l)-dimensional unit simplex !:l(H) in
]RIHI. For any pair of such mixed strategies p, q E !:l(H), the payoJJto meta-strategy
p when used against meta-strategy q, is

(3)
L PhQhkqk,
h,kEH
This defines the meta-game payoff function v : e(H) - t JR. The set of (mixed) best
replies to any meta-strategy q E !:l(H) will be denoted f3H(q) C !:l(H).

v(p, q) = p . A q =

3. SYMMETRIC META-GAME NASH EQUILIBRIA
It turns out to be analytically convenient to group the meta-strategies according to
message sent. For any meta-strategy p E !:l(H) and message m E M, let p(m) E [0,1]
denote the probability that message m is sent in p. 6 We say that message m is used in
p ifp(m) > O. Write M(P) C M for the subset ofmessages used inp. For any message
m used in p, let pm(m') E !:leS) be the mixed base-game strategy "played" by message
m against any message m' E M. More precisely, given p E !:l (H) , m E M(P), and
m' E M, let pi(m') be the conditional probability that p assigns to the pure basegame strategy i E S against message m', given that message m is sent. 7 In particular,
for any meta-strategy pair (p, q) E e(H) in which m is used in p and m' is used in
q, the pair (pm (m') , qm' (m») E e(S) constitutes the .base-game strategy profile that
messages m and m' play against each other. Using this notation one may decompose
the payoff v(p, q) to meta-strategy p against meta-strategy q as follows:

v(p,q) =

L

L

p(m)q(m')u[pm(m'),qm'(m)]

(4)

m€M(p) m'€M(q)

6More precisely, p(m) is the sum of all pure-strategy probabilities Ph where h = (m, f) for some
fEF.
7Formally: pf'(m/ ) = E/EF,m' P{m,f)/p(m) , where Fim, = {f E F : f(m / ) = i}.
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It is not difficult to show that a meta-strategy p is in Nash equilibrium with
itself, p E LlNE(H), if and only if (i) all used messages play some base-game Nash
equilibrium against each other, and (ii) no message earns more than v(p,p).
Proposition 1. p E LlNE(H) if and only if (i)-(ii) hold.
(i) (pm(m'),pm'(m») E eNE(S) Vm, m' E M(p)

(ii) Em'EM(p)p(m')u [pm(m'),pm'(m)] ~ 'v(p,p) Vm E M
First let p E Ll(H), and suppose (i) does not hold, Le., pm(m') tt
f3 [pm' (m)] for some m, m' E M (p). Then some pure strategy i E S in the support
of pm (m') E Ll(S) earns a suboptimal payoff. Let q E Ll(H) be like p, except that
qm(m') E f3 [pm'(m)]. Then
Proof.

.'

u [qm(m'),pm' (m)]

=

U

[pm(m') , pm' (m)]

for all m f= m and all m', as weIl as for m = m and all m' f=

m', and

u [qm(m') , pm' (m)] > u [pm (m'), pm' (m)] .
Since p(m) > O this implies v(q,p) > v(p,p), by (4), so p tt !!:,.NE(H). Hence p E
!!:,.NE(H) '* (i).
Second, let p E Ll(H), and suppose (ii) does not hold, Le.,

L

p(m')u [pm (m') ,pm' (m)] > v(p,p)

m'EM(p)
for some m E M. Let q E Ll(H) be like p, except that q(m) = 1 (and thus q(m') =
O for all m' f= m). Then v(q,p) > v(p,p) by (4), so p tt LlNE(H). Hence p E
!!:,.NE(H)
(ii).
Third, assume (i) and (ii), and let q E !!:"(H). By (4), and using first (i), then (ii):

'*

v(q,p) -

L

q(m)

L

q(m)

mEM(q)

<

mEM(q)

<

L

mEM(q)
Hence p E

L

p(m')u [qm(m'),pm' (m)] ~

m'EM(p)

L p(m')u (pm(m'),pm'(m)] ~
m'EM(p)
q(m)v(p,p) == v(P,p).

pH (p), so (i)-(ii) => p E LlNE(H). End of proof.
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Remark 1: By decomposition (4), the inequality in (ii) must be an equality for all
messages used in a symmetric Nash equilibrium. Hence, p E 6,NE(H) implies

L

p(m')u [pm (m') , pm' (m)] = v(p,p) 'Vm E M(p).

(5)

m'EMCp)

Remark 2: The meta-game Q, viewed as an extensive-form game, has IMI 2 subgames, one for each pair of messages. Since each player moves exactly once in any
play of the meta-game, the behavior strategies are the same as the mixed strategies
in this game. Moreover, a behavior strategy profile in any finite extensive form game
is a Nash equilibrium if and only if it prescribes optimal play at each information set
on its path. Conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent to this requirement: (i) requiring
that no deviation pays after the messages have been revea1ed, and (ii) requiring that
no deviation pays before the messages are revea1ed.

4. META-GAME OUTCOMES
4.1. Definitions. Let V NE (M) C JR denote the set of symmetric meta-game Nash
equilibrium payoff outcomes when the message set is M:
VNE(M)

= {x E JR: x = v(p,p) for some p E 6,NE(H), for H = M

x F}.

(6)

Next, let eNE c]R2 denote the convex hull of the set of base-game Nash equilibrium
payoff vectors.8 Let UNE C JR be the symmetric base-game payoff values in this
convex hull:
UNE = {x E JR: (x,x) E eNE}.

(7)

The set UNE is necessarily convex and compact, hence UNE = [~, x] for some
~ ~ x. Moreover , for each of the end-points of this (perhaps degenerate ) interval there
exists a base-game Nash equilibrium such that the end-point is the average of the two
players' payoffs in that equilibrium. More precisely, there exist (u, f.t) E eNE (S) such
that ![u(u,~) +u(~,!z:)] = ~ and (a,]l) E eNE(S) such that Mu(u~]Z) + u (]Z, u)] = x.
Note aIso that the set UNE always contains the set of symmetric base-game Nash
equilibrium payoffs, and that the latter may be a proper subset in some games. 9
A simple example of the latter possibility is the 2 x 2 "Hawk-Dove" game with
payoff matrix
8The convex hull of a set is the smallest convex set containing it. The set of base-game strategy
payoJJs is the set of pairs (x, y) E R2 such that (x, y) = (u(O', ",), u("" 0'» for some (0', ",) E eN E(S).
9Formally, the symmetric base-game Nash equilibrium payoffs are the points x E R such that
x = u(O', 0') for some O' E tlNE(S).
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(8)

Its unique symmetric Nash equilibrium is (0""',0""'), where 0"'" = (!, !). The associated
payoff is
to each player. However, the game also has two asymmetric (striet)
Nash equilibria, namely (el, e2) and (e2, el), both giving payoff 1 to each player.
Thus the set of symmetric Nash equilibrium payoffs is the singleton set {!}, while

!

[!, 1].

UNE =
In analogy with the above notation, let VESS(M) C JR and VNSS(M) C JR be the
sets of evolutionarily and neutrally stable meta-game payoff outcomes, respectively,
when the message set is M. By (2):

(9)
4.2. Symmetric Nash Equilibrium Outcomes. We are now in a position to
establish some properties of the set VNE(M). First, by proposition 1, this set is a
subset of the base-game Nash equilibrium interval U N E = [~, xl. This being true
for any finite set M of messages, one may ask how the set VNE(M) depends on the
message set Mj in particular, if it ex.pands as M ex.pands. It is dear from the definition
of the associated meta-game g that the dependence goes only through the cardinality
of M: Any two message sets M and M' with the same number of elements define
meta-games that differ only· in the labelling of messages. The question may thus be
re-phrased as how the set VNE(M) depends on the number IMI of messages. It turns
out that the set VNE(M) is non-decreasing in IMI, and that it converges towards a
limit set W NE that is dense in UNE. In this sense, every point in the interval UNE can
be approximated by the outcome in some symmetric meta-game Nash equilibrium.
Wärneryd [22] establishes that any payoff in UNE can be approximated by the payoff
to some symmetric meta-game Nash equilibrium if the message set is large enough.
This follows from (but does not imply) the second daim in the following result.
Proposition 2. For any base game G and message sets M and M'" with IMI ::; IM"'I,
VNE(M) C VNE(M"') C UNE. For any base game G and sequence of messages sets
M k with IMkl-+ 00 as k -+ 00, the limit set W NE = nkEN Uh2:k VNE(Mh) exists and
is adense subset of UNE.
Proof.
We prove these two daims in three steps. First we show V N E (M) C
UNE, for any finite set M. Second, we show V NE(M) C VN E(M"') for any pair of sets
M C M'" where IMI = k and IM"'I = k+ 1. These two steps together establish the first
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claim in the proposition. Third, we construct an infinite sequence VNE(Mk), with
each IMkl = k, such that the associated limit set W NE is dense in UNE. Existence of
the limit follows from the first claim in the proposition, combined with the fact that
UNE is compact. It a1so follows from the first claim that the same limit set W NE
obtains from any sequence of messages sets M k with IMk I -+ 00.
Step 1: By proposition 1 all message pairs (m, m') E M 2 play some base-game
Nash equilibrium (u, J-t) E eNE(S) (symmetric if m = m'). By (4) v(P,p) is a convex
combination of such base-game payoffs. In case m =F m', the weight in the convex
l
combination is p(m)p(m') both to the payoff u(pm(m'),pm (m)) and to the "opposing"
l
payoff u(pm (m},pm(m'}). Thus, the whole convex combination is symmetric, and
thus VNE(M) C UNE.
Step 2: Assume M = {I, ... ,k} C M* = {I, ... , k,k + I}, and v(p,p) E VNE(M).
Let H* = M* x F. Without loss of generality assume k E M (p). We now construct a
meta-strategy q E f:,. (H*) that mimics p and that treats message k+ 1 just like message
k. More precisely, for all m :5 klet q(m} = p(m} (and thus q(k + I) = O). Moreover,
for all m, m' < k, let qm(m') = pm(m'). For all m :5 k, let qm(k + 1) = pm(k),
and for all m' < klet qk+l(m') = pk(m'). Let qk+l(k + 1) = pk(k). It follows
from this construction that, in meta-strategy q, all used message pairs play basegame Nash equilibria, indeed the same as in p, that every used message earns payoff
v*(q, q) = v(p, p), and no message in M* earns more. By proposition 1, q E f:,.NE(H*).
Step 9: We can construct a meta strategy p E f:,.NE(H} with payoff v(P,p) arbitrarily elose to any given point x in UNE = [;r, x] by letting the messages set M be
sufficiently large. Recall that the set f:,.NE(S) is non-empty, take any UO E f:,.NE(S),
and let XO = u(UO,~). Any x E UNE belongs to at least one of the two sub-intervals
[;r,xO] and [XO,x]. Assume x E [XO,x]. To any such point x there exists a A E [0,1]
such that x = AXo + (1 - A)X. Moreover, for any e > O there exist positive integers
t and k such that t is even, k ;::: t + 1, and Å = t/k E [0,1] is within distance e
from A. Now let there be k messages in M and place all messages around a circle.
Let p E f:,.(H) be such that p(m) = f for all m E M, each message m E M plays
~ E f:,.(S) against itself, (j E f:,.(S) against its t/2 nearest "elockwise" neighbor messages on the circle, 71 E f:,. (S) against its t /2 nearest "counter-clockwise" neighbor
messages, and UO against all other messages. Then all messages are used in p, all
message pairs play base-game Nash equilibria, and all messages earn the same payoff.
Thus p E I:l.N E (H) by proposition 1. Moreover ,
v(P,p) =

1 t

t

k [2"u(o:, 71) + 2" u (71, 0:) + (k -

t)u(UO, UO)] = AXO + (1 - A)X.
A

For t and k sufficiently large, v(P,p) is arbitrarily elose to x.
The case x E [;r, XO] can be treated in the same way. End of proof.

A
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4.3. Neutrally Stable Outcomes. Propositions 2 and the inclusion chain (9)
together imply that the set VNSS(M), for any finite set M of messages, is a subset of
the base-game Nash equilibrium interval UNE = [~, x). Like in the case of symmetric
Nash equilibrium payoffs, one may ask how the set VNSS(M) depends on the message
set Mj in particular, if it expands as IMI increases, and if it has a limit, as IMI -+ 00,
and whether that limit is dense in UNE. While this was shown above to be true for
VNE(M), VNSS(M) does not expand monotonically with IMI in all games.
A simple counter-example against monotonicity of VNSS(M) in IMI is the " HawkDove" game with payoff matrix (8) above. It is well-known, and easily verified,
that its unique mixed Nash ~uilibrium strategy a* is evolutionarily stable. Hence,
VESS(M) = VNSS(M) =
when IMI = 1. However, one can show that ! 1:VNSS(M) whenever IMI > 1. Take the case of two messages. In order to obtain
payoff! in such a meta-game, it is necessary, by proposition 1, that all four message
pairs play (a*, a*). But such a meta-strategy p is vulnerable to invasion by the mutant
strategy q that sends both messages with equal probability, lets each message play
a* against itself, one message play pure strategy 1 against the other, and the other
message play pure strategy 2 against the first.. This meta-strategy is certainly a best
reply to q. However, v(q, q) = ~ > v(p, q) = !. Hence p 1:- ~NSS(H). It turns out
that the reason for this phenomenon of VNSS(M) not being non-decreasing in IMI is
that the base-game ESS a* is aminimax strat.egy in t.he base game - the logic is here
similar to that in the Folk theorems.
For any finite and symmetric two-player game let x mm E JR be it.s minimax value,
Le.,
X mm = min
max u(a, f-l).
(10)

Uj

p.EÄ(S) <TEÄ(S)

Lemma 1. For any base game G and message sets M and M* with IMI ::;
(a) If x E VNSS(M) and X> X mm , then x E VNSS(M*)
(b) Ifx mm 1:- VNSS(M), then X mm 1:- VNSS(M*)

IM*I:

Pro of.
For (a), assume x E VNSS(M) and x > X mm . Let p E ~NSS(H)
have v(p, p) = x. It is sufficient to consider the case M = {I, ... , k} and M* =
{I, ... , k, k + I}. Let f-lmm be aminimax strategy in G. Thus u(a, f-lmm) ::; X mm for all
a E ~ (H). Let H* be the set of pure strategies in the meta-game Q* associated with
message set M*. Let q E ~(H*) agree wit.h p on H, have message k + 1 unused and
play J.tmm against it. Formally, for all m :::; klet q(m) = p(m) (thus q(k + 1) = O).
For all m, m' ::; k, let qm(m') = pm(m'). For all m ::; k, let qm(k + 1) = J.tmm, and
for all m' E M* let cf+l(m') = J-tmm. It follows from this construct.ion that, in metastrategy q, all used message pairs play the same base-game Nash equilibria as in p,
that every used message earns payoff 'lJ*(q, q) = v(p,p), and no message in M* earns
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more. By proposition 1, q E ilNE(H*). Since p E ilNSS(H): v{rl,p') S v(p,P') for all
p' E (3H(p). Now suppose q' E (3H*(q). Then the support of q' is a subset of H, since
message k + 1 is minimaxed. in q. Let p' E il( H) be the restriction of q' to H. Then
p' E (3H(p) and so v{rl,P') S v(p,P'). But v(q',q') = v(P',p') and v(q,q') = v(p,P'),
which shows that q E ilNSS(H*).
For (b), assume X mm ~ VNSS(M) and X mm E VNSS(M*), for M = {l, ... ,k} and
M* = {I, ... , k, k + l}. Let p E ilNSS(H*) have v(p,p) = Xmm . By proposition 1
all messages used. in p play some base-game minimax Nash equilibrium against all
used. messages. Suppose some message is lIDused. in p. Without loss of generaIity
let m = k + 1 be such. Then the restriction of p to H belongs to ilNSS(H) , a
contradiction. Suppose instead that all messages are used. in p. Then all message
pairs play some base-game minimax Nash equilibrium. Let p' E il(H*) be like p,
except that P'(1) = 1 (p' only uses message m = 1). Then q E (3H· (p) :::} q E (38" (P')
:::} v(q, q) < v(p, q) = V(p', q), so p' E ilNSS(H*). But only message m = 1 is used.
in p', and so the restriction of p' to H belongs to /l N SS (H), a contradiction. End of
pro of.

Remark 3: This proof does not work for evolutionary stability. For suppose in
the proof of (a) above that p E /lESS(H), and let q E /l(H*) be defined. as in that
proof. Suppose q' E (38" (q), q' =I q. Then the support of q' is a subset of H, since
message k+ 1 is minimaxed. in q. (But q' may weIl differ from q at the unused. message
m = k + 1.) Thus v(q',q') = v(q,q'), which shows that q ~ /lESS(H*).
Proposition 3. For any base game G and sequence of messages sets Mk with IMkl ~
NSS = nkEN Uh~k VNSS(Mh) exists and is a non-empty
00 as k ~ 00, the limit set W
subsets of UNE.
Proof.
The claim in the proposition follow readily from the above lemma.
First note that the sets VNSS(Mk) n (X mm , xl, for k = 1,2, ... , are increasing in
k by Lemma l(a). Since each such set is a subset of the compact set UNE, the
associated limit set X NSS = nkEN (VNSS(Mk) n (Xmm,XJ) exists, and is a subset of
UNE. If, for some k, X mm r;. VNSS(Mk)' then W NSS = X NSS , by (b). Otherwise,
W NSS = X NSS U {x mm } C UNE. End of proof.
It follows immediately that if X mm r;. U N E, which is indeed the case in many
games, then the set VNSS(M) is in fact non-decreasing in IMI:
CorolIary 1. For any base game G such that X mm r;. U N E, and any message sets M
and M* with IMI S/M*I: VNSS(M) C VNSS(M*).

Remark 4: In the Hawk-Dove game (8) with IMI = 1 and IM*I
= ! E UNE, x mm E VNSS(M) and X mm r;. VNSS(M*).

X mm

= 2 we have
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5. 2 x 2 COORDINATION GAMES
We here focus on the special case of symmetric 2 x 2 games with payofI matrix

(11)
for some a > c, d > b. We will call such games coordination games, and it is
we1l-known that their set of evolutionarily stable strategies consists of the two pure
strategies, and, moreover, that their unique mixed Nash equilibrium strategy is not
neutrally stable: A N SS (S) = A ESS (S) = {el, e 2 }.
Consider any game G with payofI matrix as in (11), where a < d, Le., a is the
"bad" and d the" good" strict Nash equilibrium payofI. Let this be the base game
in a cheap-talk game g with finite message set M. Observe that, irrespective of each
player always receives the same payofI as the other player, both in the base game and
in the meta game.
By proposition 2 the set VNE(M) of symmetric meta-game Nash equilibrium
outcomes, for any finite message set M, is a subset of the set UNE = [~, xJ. In
a coordination game with payofI matrix (11), ~ = aa:;d is the mixed-strategy basegame Nash equilibrium payofI and x is the "good" strict Nash equilibrium payofI
d. 1O By (2), also all neutrally and evolutionarily stable meta-game payofI outcomes,
respectively, belong to the interval UNE = [~, xJ. A point x E UNE will be called a
neutrally (evolutionarily) stable cheap-talk outcome for the coordination game with
payofI matrix (11) if there exists some finite message set M and associated meta-game
strategy p that is neutrally (evolutionarily) stable in the meta-game, and that has
v(P,p) = x. We will give a complete characterization of these sets: it turns out that
they coincide, and that this set is infinite but countable, consisting of points between
a and d, including these, and having d as its unique cluster point. Hence, all but one
of the neutrally (and likewise evolutionarily) stable outcomes are isolated points, the
unique exception being the Pareto efficient outcome.
This result is in stark contrast with the corresponding result for the set of strategically stable cheap-talk outcomes. These are defined as the points x E UNE for which
there exists some finite message set M and associated meta-game strategy p such
that (P,p) is a strategically stable Nash equilibrium in the meta-game with payofI
v(P,p) = x. It turns out that this is adense subset of UNE.
As a first step towards our characterization of the set of neutrally stable metagame outcomes, we show that neutral (and hence also evolutionary) stability in the
meta game requires that all present messages play pure strategies against each other.
lONote that the "bad" strict Nash equilibrium payoff a is a point in the interior of the interval
UNE.
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Consequently, neutrally stable meta-game outcomes belong to the sub-interval [a, d] C

UNE.
We will say that a message m E M(P) is nice to a message mi E M in p E D,.(H)
if m plays the "good" striet Nash equilibrium against mi: pm(m/) = e2 • We establish
that if some used message is niee to itself, then every used messages is nice to all used
messages. Consequently, the payoff is then maximal.

Lemma 2. Suppose P E D,.NSS(H).
(i) Ifm, mi E M(P), then pm(m/) = pm' (m) E {el, e2 },
(ii) If pm (m) = e2 for some m E M(p), then v(p,p) = d.
Proof.
(i) By proposition 1 it suffiees to show that m and m' do not play
the mixed base-game Nash equilibrium with each other. Suppose they wouid. Then
let q E D,.(H) be like p, except for qm(m') = qm'(m) = e2 • Then q E {3H (p) , and
v(q, q) = d > v(P,p), so p fl. D,.NSS(H).
(ii) Suppose m E M(P), pm(m) = e2 and v(p,p) < d. Let q E D,.(H) be such that
q(m) = 1 and qm(m") = pm(m") for .all mil E M. Then q E (3H(p), and v(q, q) = d.
However, v(p,q) = p(m)d, where p(m) < 1 since v(p,p) < d. Thus v(q, q) > v(p, q),
and hence p fl. D,.NSS(H). End of proof.
For any meta strategy p and message m, let N (m, p) C M be the subset of
messages that are nice to m in p:

N(m,p) = {mi

E

M: m' nice to m in p}.

(12)

We eall a subset M' C M(P) polite in p E D,.(H) if every message in M' plays the
"good" striet Nash equilibrium strategy e2 against all other messages in M' and the
"bad" striet Nash equilibrium strategy el against itself. A meta-strategy p E l:::i.(H)
is said to be in politeness dass n if some non-empty subset of messages M' C M with
IM'I = n is polite in p, and no larger subset of M is polite in p. The next result
establishes a lower bound on the neutrally stable meta-game outcomes in terms of
politeness classes. The higher politeness class, the higher is this lower bound.

Lemma 3. Suppose p E D,.NSS(H) is of politeness c1ass n. Then v(P,p) ~ ~a +

(1-~) d.
Proof.
Let 0 =1= M' C M be polite in p E D,.NE(H), with IM'I = n. Let
q E D,.(H) be such that q(m) = ~ for all m E M', and qm(m/) = pm(m/) for all
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m,m' E M'. Then
v(q,p)

- .!. 2::

2::

1l

p(m")u [pm(m"),pm (m)]

n mEM' m"EM(p)

- -n1 2:: , v(p,p) = v(p,p),
mEM

so q E f3H (P). Moreover, v(q, q)

=

p tJ. t:,.NSS(H) if v{p,p) < ~a+ (1 -

2::

v(p,q) =

p(m)

mEM(p)

2::

p(m)

mEM'
+

L

L

mEM'

+ (1 - ~) d,

=

v(P,p). Hence
~) d. To see that v(p, q) = v(p,p), first note that

2::

.!.U [pm (m') , pm' (m)]
m'EM' n

and v(p, q)

=

L .!.u [pm (m'), pm' (m)]
m'EM' n

p(m)

mI/: M'

~a

L .!.u [pm(m'),pm'(m)]
m'EM,n

L

L

p(m).!. (a + (n - l)d] +
p(m)
.!.u [pm' (m), pm (m')] .
n
mI/: M'
m'EM' n

In the last equality we have used the fact that q mimics p on M' C M(p) (for the first
term) and the fact that p there lets all message pairs play symmetric base-game (for
the second term). Reversing the order of summation in the second term, and using
Remark 1, we obtain

v(p,q)

=

2::

p(m)v(q,q) + ~

2::

p(m)v(q, q) +.!. L (V{P'P) - L p(m)u [pm' (m),pm(m')]) =
n m'EM'
mEM'

mEM'
mEM'
-

v(P,p) +

2::

2:: L

p(m)u [pm'(m),pm(m')] =

m'EM' ml/:M'

1

L

p(m)v(q, q) - (p(m')a + [1 - p{m'») d) =
mEM'
nm'EM'
v(P,p) + v(q, q) - v(q, q) = v(p,p).

End of pro of.
For any non-empty subset M' C M of messages and meta-strategy p E t:,.(H), let
Pr(M' I p) be the probability that a message from M' is sent in p.
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Lemma 4. For any 0 :/: M' C M and p E 6.( H):
Pr [nmEMIN(m, p) I p] ~

L

mEM'

Pr [N(m, p) I p]

-IM'I + 1.

Proof.
For any probability measure J.L on a set X with k
subsets Bi: J.L [", ni B i ] =:; Li J.L ('" Bi). Equivalently,

~

(13)

1 J.L-measurable

J.L[niBi] ~ 1- LJ.L('" Bi) = 1- k + LJ.t(Bi).
i

i

End of pro of.

Lemma 5. Suppose v(P,p) < d and p E tl.NE(H) is of politeness dass n. Then
v(p,p) =:; ~a + (1- ~) d.
Let M' C M be polite in p, with IM'I = n. Since no Mil C M with
IM"I > n is polite in p, no mil 1: M' is nice to all m' E M'. Since v(P,p) < d, no
m' E M' is nice to itself, by Lemma 2. Hence nm/EMIN(m',p) = 0. Moreover, by
Proposition 1 each m E M(p) earns payoff a + Pr [N(m,p)] (d - a) = v(p,p). Since
M' C M(P) this equation holds for all m' E M'. An application of lemma 4 to the
set M' gives
v(P,p) -a -n+ 1
O>
- n d -a
'
which is equivalent to the claimed inequality. End of pro of.
Proof.

Lemma 6.
d a + 2d
a + (/MI- 1)d d}
V NSS(M) C { a, a +
2 '
3 ' ... ,
IMI
'

(14)

Proof.
Every p E tl.NSS(H) is either of politeness class n for some integer
n E [1, IMI] or else v(P,p) = d. Lemmas 3 and 5 give (14). End of proof.
The following proposition establishes that the inclusion in lemma 6 in fact is an
equality. This result thus characterizes the sets of neutrally stable outcomes in all
finite cheap-talk extensions of 2 x 2 coordination games.
Proposition 4.
d a + 2d
a + (lMI- 1)d d}
V NSS(M) = { a, a +
2 ' 3 ' ... ,
IMI
'

(15)
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Proof.
Let n = IMI. By lemmas 1 and 6 it is sufficient to show a+(:-l)d E
VNSS(M). We will in fact establish a+(:-l)d E VESS(M). For this purpose, let
p(m) = ~ and pm(m) = el for each m E M, and pm(m') = pm' (m) = e2 for all
m, m' E M with m' =I m. Then v(p,p) = ~a + (1 - ~)d. To see that p E LlESS(H),
first note that q E f3H(p) => qm(m') = pm' (m) = pm(m') for all m E M(q) and
m' E M (P) = M. Since q and p let all message pairs play symmetric and pure
base-game strategy profiles against each other, the off-diagonal elements b and c in
the payoff matrix A are never used, and so we may assume without loss of generality
that b = c. Thus g is doubly symmetric, and consequently for any q E f3H (p) we
have v(p,q) v(q,p) = v(P,p). It thus suffices to show that v(q,q) < v(p,p) for all
q E f3H(p), q =I p. By (4),

v(q, q) -

I:: q(m)
mEM(q)
a + (d - a)

[a + (d - a) I::
I::

q(m')]
m'EM(q)\m
q(m) [1- q(m)] = d - (d - a)

~M~

L

q2(m).

~M~

Thus v(q, q) is maximal when LmEM(q) q2(m) is minimal. This sum is minimal precisely when M(q) is maximal and all q(m) are equally large, Le., when M(q) = M
and q(m) = ~ = p(m) for all m E MY In sum, q E f3H(p) => v(q,q) :::; v(p,p) with
equality only when q = p. Hence p E Ll ESS (H). End of proof.
The set nNssof neutrally stab le cheap-talk outcome for the coordination game with
payoff matrix (11) is defined (as indicated above) as the set of points x E UNE for
which there exists some finite message set M and associated meta-game strategy p
that is neutrally stable in the meta-game and that has payoff v(p,p) = x. Formally,
fjNSS = UM finite VNSS(M). Likewise, let fjESS = UM finite VESS(M). It follows from
the above proposition, together with the observation in its proof that a+('fj,l)d E
V ESS (M), that the sets of neutrally and evolutionary cheap-talk outcomes coincide:

nNSS = nESS =

{a + (:- l)d: for some n

EN} U{d}.

Remark 5: The finding above that a+(I(j,l)d E VESS(M) is consistent with
Schlag's [17] result that this is the payoff to the unique evolutionarily stable strategy.
llFirst fix M(q) = M'. The program to minimize the sum LmEM' q2(m), subject to the constraint
that all q(m), for m E M', are non-negative and sum to one, has the unique solution q(m) = l
for all m E M', where k = IM'I. Geometrically, this is equivalent to finding the point in the unit
simplex in Rk that is closest to the origin. The minimum value, for M(q) = M' fixed, is thus t.
Hence, k should be chosen as large as possible, i.e., M' = M.
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He also shows that the Pareto efficient outcome d is obtained in an evolutionarily
stable set (Thomas [20]). Clearly the difference between his and our results derive
from the difference between neutral and evolutionary stability. (For more on this, see
Section 7.)

Remark 6: The fact that the set of neutrally stable outcomes in 2 x 2 eoordination
games always includes the Pareto efficient point does not mean that this holds for all
games. In fact, there are games in which a unique Pareto dominant (but non-striet)
Nash equilibrium is unstable. An example is given by the following payoff matrix:

A-

1

2-a

O

1

- ( 2-a
-'Y

°

-'Y

°

2- a
1
-'Y

-'Y
-'Y )
-'Y

(16)

f3

where a E (0,1), f3 E (0,1 - ~) and 'Y ~ O. The three first rows and eolumns together eonstitute a generalized "Rock-Scissors-Paper" game which has a unique Nash
equilibrium, and in this equilibrium both players randomize uniformly over the three
strategies and each player obtains the payoff 1 -~. It is well-known that this equilibrium is unstable in the replieator dynamics (see e.g. Hofbauer and Sigmund [6] or
Weibull [23]). For non-negative values of 'Y, this "Roek-Scissors-Paper equilibrium"
remains a Nash equilibrium in the full game. However, the full game has two more
Nash equilibria, each of which is symmetric. One is the striet equilibrium in which
both players use only strategy 4, resulting in payoff f3 to both players - by hypothesis
a lower payoff than in the "Rock-Scissors-Paper equilibrium." The third Nash equilibrium is eompletely mixed and its payoff can be made arbitrarily low by choosing
'Y sufficiently large. However, the unique Pareto-dominant Nash equilibrium, giving payoff 1 - ~ to each player, is not LyaptillOV stable in a cheap-talk extension this
game, for any finite message set. For if p E D.,NE(H) has v(P,p) = 1-~, then all used
messages earn the same payoff and all active message pairs play the "Rock-PapersSeissors equilibrium." When sueh a message meets itself, the situation is exactly the
same as in the absence of communication, and so the associated sub-population state
is dynamically unstable in the replieator dynamics. It follows that p is not neutrally
stable, sinee neutral stability implies LyaptillOV stability in the replicator dynamics
(Thomas [20], Bomze and Weibull [4]).
The set Ossof strategically stab le cheap-talk outcomes is defined as the set of points
x E UNE for which there exists some finite message set M and associated strategically
stable set of meta-game strategy pairs (P,p) E eNE(H) with payoff v(P,p) = x. The
following result establishes that any payoff x in the interval UNE can be approximated
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by some strategically stable Nash cheap-talk outcome. In fact, it is shown that x can
be approximated by the payoff to a strategically stable singleton set:
Proposition 5. nSs is dense in UNE.

.,

Proof.
For every x E [;f., xJ and c > O there måst positive integers k and n,
with k even and n 2 k, such that y = A;f. + (1 - A)X, for A = k/n, is within distance
c from x. Let IMI = n, and let p E fl(H) have p(m) = l/n for all m E M. Order
all messages in a ring, and let each message play the base-game Nash equilibrium
strategy (J'* to its k/2 nearest neighbors on each side, and let it play e2 to all other
messages, and to itself. Then all messages play base-game Nash equilibria with each
other, and all messages earn the same payoff

v(p,p)

= [k;f. + (n -

k)x] /n

= A~ + (1 - A)X.

It follows from proposition 1 that p E flNE(H).
To see that (p,p) E 8(H) is strictly perfect, let 8 = (81, 8~)hEH be such that
pk(8) =
E fl(H) : Ph 2 8~ for all h E H} is non-empty for k = 1,2, and let 9(8)
be the associated (possibly asymmetric) two-player perturbed meta-game with strategy sets Pl(8) and p2(8). For 8 sufficiently small this game has a Nash equilibrium
(p' ,p') arbitrarily elose to (p,p). Let p'(m) = p(m) = l/n for all m E M and let each
message play the base-game Nash equilibrium strategy (J'* to its k/2 nearest neighbors
on each side, and let it place maximal probability on the decision rule that assigns the
pure base-game strategy e2 to all other messages, and to itself. Since e 2 E fl N E+ (S),
p' is a best reply to itself in the perturbed meta-game 9(8), granted the vector 8 > O
is sufE.ciently small. End of proof.

{p

Remark 7: The argument of the above proof can be used, mutatis mutandis, to
establish that the meta-strategy P in the proof of proposition 5 is strictly perfect. 12

6. INFINITE MESSAGE SETS
In any naturallanguage the set of possible statements is infinite and countable. Hence,
the above assumption that the message set M be finite is not as innocent as it
may look. It is weIl known from the repeated games literature that the equilibrium
correspondence may be discontinuous (more precisely lack lower hemi-continuity)
"at infinity," i.e., as one moves from a finite but arbitrarily distant time horizon
to an infinite time horizon. In that context, the limit of finite horizon equilibrium
2
1 This observation

may be compared with van Damme's [5) general result that if a mixed strategy (1
in a finite and symmetric two-player game is evolutionarily stable, then ((1, (1) is a proper equilibrium.
The somewhat stronger conclusion drawn here is due to the special structure of coordination games.
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outcomes always constitute equilibrium outcomes also in the infinite horizon case
(the equilibrium correspondence is upper hemi-continuous) but there may be a whole
plethora of infinite horizon outcomes that have no counterpart in the finite but distant
horizon case. An important question for the present analysis thus is whether the
relevant solution correspondences for cheap talk games are continuous "at infinity,"
i.e., as one moves from a finite but arbitrarily large message set to an infinite message
set.
For the purpose of investigating this question, we now assume M = N, and reexamine all results established above for finite message sets. The first question that
arises is how to define payoffs and solution concepts when M, and hence also the
pure-strategy set H of the meta game g, is infinite. Since the base-game G is finite
and thus has bounded payoffs, all methods easily generalize. First, payoffs may still
be defined as in equation (11) since the set of numbers Cl:hk, for h, k E H, is bounded.
Consequently, the definitions of Nash equilibrium, evolutionary and neutral stability
etc. may be extended to an infinitely countable message set. (Existence of Nash
equilibria is no longer guaranteed, however.) The decomposition formula (4) still
holds, and the proof of proposition 1 applies.
We focus on neutrally stable outcomes in the special case of 2 x 2 coordination
games. Inspection of the proofs of lemmas 2 through 5 reveals that these are valid for
any countable set M, positive integer n, and finite subset M' C M. The counterpart
to Proposition 4 is
Proposition 6. VNSS(N) =nNSS .
Proor.
We show (a) VNSS(N) C nNSS , (b) d E VNSS(N) and (c) a+<:-l)d E
VNss (N) for all n E N.
(a) In view of the fact that lemmas 2-5 can be generalized as cIaimed above, it is
sufficient to show that if p E VNss (N) is not of politeness cIass n, for any n E N, then
v(P,p) = d. Thus suppose p E VNSS(N) is not of politeness dass n for any positive
integer n. Then either (al) there exists no used message that plays el against itself,
or (a2) there exist an infinite set M' C M(p) of used messages that play e2 against
each other and el against themselves.
In case (al) all used messages play e2 against themselves, by lemma 2. If there
is only one used message, then v(P,p) = d. If there is more than one used message
and v(P,p) < d, then some pair (m, m') of used messages, m =1= m', play el against
each other. But then p ~ VNSS(N) since an alternative best reply to p then is the
meta strategy q E 6.(H) that lets all message pairs play like in p, but uses only, say,
message m. Clearly v(q,q) = d > v(p,q) = v(q,p) = v(P,p).
In case (a2), suppose v(P,p) < d. Then v(p,p) < a+(:-l)d for some n E N. But
then p ~ VNSS(N), since there exist alternative best replies to p that earn more
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against themselves than p earns against them. For instance, let q E fl(H) have all
message pairs play against each other like they do in p, but let q use only, say, n + 1
of the infinitely many messages in M (p) , with equal probability for all. Formally,
let M(q) C M(P), IM(q)1 = n + 1 and q(m) = n~l for all m E M(q). Clearly
v(q, q) = ~±±7 > a±(:-l)d > v(p,p) = v(q,p) v(p, q).
(b) It is easily verified that if p E Ll (H) lets all message pairs play (e 2 , e2 ), then
v(p,p) = d and p E flNSS(H).
(c) Let n E N, M' = {l, ... , n}, and let all pairs of messages from M' play as in
the proof of proposition 4, while the remaining (unused) messages behave just like
message m = n, and are treated exactly like t.hat. message by all messages. Let all
messages be used, and let the first n-l messages be used with probabilities, p( m) = ~.
This will turn out to define a neutrally stable st.rat.egy with payoff a±(:-l)d. Formally,
let p E Ll(H) be defined as follows: p(m) = ~ for m < n, and p(m) > Ofor all m E N.
(Hence Em~n p(m) = ~). Let each of the n-l first messages play e2 against all other
messages, and el against itself. Let each message m ~ n play e2 against all of the
n - l first messages, and otherwise el. Then

.'

v(p,p) -

~~

(l-~) [~a+ (l-~) d] + ~ [~a+ (l-~) d]
~a + (1 - ~) d.

All messages are used in p, all message pairs play (pure strategy) base-game Nash
equilibria, and it is easily verified that every message earns v(p,p). Hence, p E
fl N E (H) by proposition 1.
In order to show that p E fl NSS (H), first note that q E f3H (p) implies that qm( m') =
pm' (m) = pm(m') for all m E M(q) and m' E N. Since q and p let all "active" message pairs play symmetric and pure base-game strategy profiles against each other,
the off-diagonal elements b and c in the payoff matrix A are never used, and so we
mayassume without loss of generality that. b = c. Thus g is doubly symmetric,
and consequently for any q E f3H(p) we have v(p,q) = v(q,p) = v(p, p). It thus
suffices to show that v(q, q) < v(p,p) for all q E f3H (P). Assume q E f3H (P), and let
Q = Em~n q(m). By (4),

v(q, q) -

L

m<n

q(m) (aq(m)

+ d [1 - q(m)]) +

L

q(m) (aQ + d [1 - Q])

m~n

m<n
We now investigate the maximum valne of 11(q,q) for q E f3H(p). Proceed just as
in the proof of proposition 4: for any q E f3H(p) , with accompanying sum Q, the sum
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of squares, Em<n cf(m), is minimized (subject to the constraint that these q(m)'s
add up to l - Q) if and only if q(m) = ~j for all m < n. Given this, we have
v(q,q) = d - (d - a)

[Q2 + n ~ 1(1- Q)2) .

This is a parabola in Q with unique maximlun at Q = ~ . Hence, q(m) = ~ for all
m ~ n, and thus v(q,q) is maximized for q = p. Consequently, p E flNSS(H). End
of proof.
It is not difficult to show that the situation is radically different for evolutionarily

stable outcomes: there simply does not exist any evolutionarily stable strategy when
the message set is infinite:
Proposition 7. VESS(N) = 0.
Proof. Suppose p E fl ESS (H). If p does not have full support, then alternative
best replies to p exist that differ only at unused messages, and such alternative best
replies earn just as much against themselves as p earns against them. Hence, it is
necessary that p have full support. But then all message pairs must play (e 2 , e2 ), and
there are lots of alternative best replies to p that earn just as much against themselves
as p earns against them. For instance, let q use only one message and have all message
pairs play (e 2 , e2 ). End of proof.
7. CONCLUDING COMMENTS
An alternative approach to formally study stability with respect to evolutionary forces
is to set up an explicitly dynamic model of some evolutionary selection process and
then look for outcomes that are stable in that dynamics. One well-studied evolutionary dynamics is the so-called replicator dynamics (Taylor and Jonker [19]). One then
imagines a large population of pure-strategists who are randomly matched to play
the game in question, here a cheap-talk game. A mixed strategy represents a population state, with probabilities interpreted as population shares of pure strategists.
The payoff v(p, p) of a meta-strategy p when playing against itself then is the average
payoff in population state p.
It has been shown that evolutionary stability implies asymptotic stability (Taylor
and Jonker [19]), and that neutral stability implies Lyapunov stability (Thomas [20],
Bomze and Weibull [4]), in the replicator dynamics. Hence, the above analysis of
finite cheap talk 2 x 2 coordination games implies that each payoff in the finite set
VNSS(M) is the average payoff in some Lyapunov stable population state in the
replicator dynamics, as applied to a cheap-talk coordination game with message set
M. Hence, if the population state happens to be such a state, then no small shock
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can bring it to move far away. Indeed., the payoff may remain lmchanged tmder a wide

range of small and moderate shocks. In the very long nm one should expect that the
population state, if subject to an infinite sequence of small random shocks, should
end up in some asyrnptotically stable set of population states. Evolutionarily stable
sets, studied in the context of 2 x 2 coordination games by Schlag ([17], [18]), indeed
have this property. However, for many economics applications the "medium term"
may be more relevant for predictive purposes than the "very long mn" (Binrnore and
Samuelson [2]). For such applications OtIT results may serve as a guide to what is
going to happen.
"
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